
MSc in Science 
Communication 
The aim of the Master of Science (MSc) Program (2 
academic years, 4-semesters)is to train professionals 
in a variety of fields related to Science Communica-
tion. The course has two tracks, Science Communica-
tion and Science Museum Interpretation, and one 
specialisation: Science Management.
Entry requirements: a Bachelor’s Degree or a universi-
ty level Diploma / Certificate in natural sciences, infor-
mation technology, medicine, engineering, business 
studies, or at least 50 credits of hard science acquired 
in other training programs.
The Program teaches students how to apply existing 
concepts from communication theory to mediate 
complex scientific concepts. It focuses on the devel-
opment of expressive and creative skills of commu-
nicating science through various channels (printed 
and digital media, video, radio, exhibitions, museum 
education, the Web, etc.). International visiting lectur-
ers and internships with leading professionals and 
centres of the Science Communication community 
are organised regularly. Staff and student exchanges 
within Europe are also envisaged.

scicom-msc.elte.hu
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE COURSES FOR 
SCIENCE COMMUNICATION STUDENTS
Science Journalism  
(international projects)
Science journalism in the period of Pseudo-science and anti-science – 
this course would like to make a broader perspective of this two quite 
controversial and even is some sense dangerous phenomena in the soci-
ety what can affect the capacity of public understanding of science. The 
course would introduce and analyze case studies and opportunities of 
handling these topics in different media.     
•	Surviving of science journalism in the changing media landscape
•	Controversial aspects of science and environmental issues
•	Synergy and controversies of environmental and scientific issues in 

science journalism (nuclear and renewable energy, GMO, modern 
biotechnology and the arguments of the green ideologies). 

Learning in museums
The course is based on a manual Museum learning (with authors like 
David Anderson, George Hein and others from famous museums of Eu-
rope, besides prominent members of the Hungarian museum commu-
nity. Some topics:
•	history and behind the scene activities of museums,
•	museums: ideal places of lifelong learning
•	school education and the museums
•	ICT and learning in the museum.

Science for Television
This is a practice oriented course is for developing skills in produc-
ing, production, covering, and anchoring science communication 
programs.
International and ELTE students will form a film crew with students 
of a Hungarian secondary school attending a 5-yearMedia Studies 
course. First, they will produce a science show for television, target-
ing young audiences. The second and third project of the course 
involves more sophisticated contributions to the show, like a longer 
film portrait or documentary, targeted to adult audiences: first, for 
a professional audience well informed in the subject, and second, 
for an adult audience, who interested in the subject. 

Scientific Filmmaking 
In this course, we briefly summarize the motion picture design language, 
(formats, plans, camera motions, compositional types) and the up to 
date technical infrastructure. We call attention to the special means 
of expression of scientific films and reveal the differences between the 
analogous genres such as educational/scientific/scientist documentary/
portrait film genres. We emphasise the importance of good teamwork, 
and the well-established theoretical knowledge. Working in small groups 
provides an opportunity to practice all the skills required to produce a 
high quality television programme. 

Visualisation
The course introduces the use of visual language in graphic arts and ty-
pography. Primarily, it is a hands-on workshop that teaches the use of 
design software for Apple Macintosh and PC. While working on science 
visualisations, students are mentored through all aspects of the plan-
ning, design and execution stages.  
Students engage in real life tasks when designing corporate styles, publi-
cations, posters or home pages for the institutions they frequent during 
their internships as science communicators.  They learn how survey the 
communication needs of research institutions and how to harmonise 
these with the laws of visual expression. Practical tasks alternate with 
analyses and research for inspiring motives and technical solutions. 

Communication  
Through Exhibitions
The course, based on Hungarian as well as international experiences, 
covers such areas as 
•	transforming a message into exhibitions
•	visitor studies, front-end and summative evaluations
•	collection care, preventive conservation in exhibitions 
•	communication about an exhibition

MuseuM InterpretatIon Courses In englIsh
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1 |  SCIENCE MEDIA TRACK 

CONTENTS OF THE TRACK:
Year 1, Semesters 1-2
Students of the three tracks of the Science Communication MSc. 
course, (Science Media, Research Management, Science and 
Technology Education in Museums) jointly attend foundation 
courses. This track offers the followings:
•	Foundations of Vision, a lecture course on the psychological 

and educational background of communicating science. 
•	Audio and Video Technology, offered as a lecture and an 

introductory workshop, develops basic media production 
knowledge and skills.

Year 2, Semesters 3-4
Students of the Science Media Track study advanced courses in 
Video and Journalism (including online media and broadcasting). 
•	Video courses encompass cinematography, lighting, editing, 

postproduction, interviewing and reporting techniques. They 
receive thorough training in the film genre, particularly in 
the specificities of educational / documentary / scientific 
film making. Creative tasks and media analyses are intended 
to improve the competency of self-expression through 
the motion picture, the written and digital press and 
multimedia. Our slogan:  “Practice makes perfect!”

•	Journalism courses train students in science related genres 
of traditional and online journalism and broadcasting. 
Students produce work in a variety of genres and are 
mentored in writing skills, public speech, and media design 
and science photography. Apprenticeship opportunities in 
leading organs of the Hungarian science communication 
community provide workplace experiences in a variety of 
inspiring settings. 

2 |  LEARNING IN MUSEUMS TRACK 

CONTENTS OF THE TRACK:
Science communication may – and should – use various 
channels of communication in museums and similar 
institutions. Direct communication includes museum lectures 
and presentations as well as guided tours or discussions in 
the presence of real objects (authentic museum collection 
pieces and everyday objects alike). Indirect communication 
tools are exhibitions, catalogues, brochures, activity sheets, 
and all other means used in PR and marketing of museums. 
Museum educators and interpreters may be involved in 
these communication ways and activities of museums, thus 
all these fields are covered by the major. Since other types 
of institutions and factories as well as research groups or 
individuals may advertise their results and products through 
these very channels, the knowledge and experience is useful 
for everybody dealing with communications of scientific results.

3 |  SPECIALISATION MODULE IN     
       SCIENCE MANAGEMENT
CONTENTS OF THE MODULE:
This special program component targets different areas 
of science management, from the theoretical founda-
tions to science policy issues and innovative institutional 
models.  Future science communicators analyse Hungar-
ian and international good practice examples of science 
management, and acquire planning and management skills 
that they are mentored to utilise in practice in their own, 
communication oriented projects. European and global 
science grants are also introduced and their planning and 
management methodology discussed. Public Relations is-
sues related to Science Management constitute another, 
practice-oriented aspect of the training program.

International Students‘ Editorial Office
The Editorial Office is an online collaborative news, content and 
media sharing environment created primarily for learning purpo-
ses but also utilised for sharing news about research at the Faculty 
of Science at ELTE University, one of Hungary’s topmost research 
institutions. Here, international students can partner with their 
Hungarian peers and can share their science and technology rela-
ted assignments, plans and ideas, as well as reflect on the work of 
their classmates. Staff members – media practitioners themselves 
-  mentor students and thus model work in a creative science com-
munication environment. This virtual space is also a social network, 
where students and their instructors can manage their work and 
also their personal contacts. 
In the International Student’s Editorial Office, students work indi-
vidually or collaboratively on international science and technolo-
gy related short project, like the review and production of news, 
audio and video content creation and sharing, or writing, editing 
and reviewing scientific media pieces. Also, they can work with 
researchers of ELTE or other Hungarian research institutions on 
popularising scientific results, documenting research processes in 
laboratories or museums.
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